
Tour schedule : Lifestyle & Culture tour in the Noto Peninsula 

March 21 (Mon) at Kanakura (Machino-machi), Wajima
clock time itinerary

11:00 Arrival at Kanakura, and participating in the special visit for
the death anniversary of Kukai(who opened Shingon sect of
esoteric Buddhism) at Konzouji Temple

12:00 Having  lunch of maigre dish (special dishes for visitors) at
Konzouji Temple

13:00 Participating continuously in the anniversary visiting, but
leaving in mid-course

13:30 Stroll around Kanakura (tour five temples in terraced rice
paddies)

15:00 Experience local way of life divided into three groups

17:00 Taking a hot spring 'Yanagida Onsen' （only applicant）

18:00 Have a party with the local people at Shouganji Temple
(international dishes served)

21:00 Breakup and move to each host family's house

March 22 (Tue)  Kawai-machi and Fugeshi-machi, Wajima
clock time itinerary

Spending breakfast time with each host familiy

9:30 Leaving Kanakura

10:00 Stop off at “Senmaida”　the 1000 Rice Fields, looking
around them

10:25 Arrival at the designated meeting place; in front of Wajima
Marine Park (Wajima Marinetown Kouryu Shisetsu)

10:30 Looking around the Wajima Morning Market (Wajima Asa-

11:00 Visit the Wajima lacquer ware hall （１F; the selling floor of
Wajima-nuri/２F; resource center）

12:00 Having lunch at Yabu Shimbashi Ten (Japanese restaurant)

13:00 Looking around Wajima Koubou Nagaya ; especially at Mr.
Tsuji　Yoshinobu as Wan-Kijishi

13:30 Visit Osaki Lacquer Ware Store (Osaki Shikkiten); built by a
style of Nushiya, that is, the front part of the house is
dwelling and the other one is working studio

14:40 Visit Kiriko Museum; to be exposed to the culture of local
festivals in Noto

15:30 Move to Notojima

17:30 Arrival at Notojima

Having BBQ dinner with local people
Making rice balls for the following morning's breakfast

20:00 Taking a bath at Shima no yu ; Hyokkori Onsen （only applicant）
Getting to bed

March 23 (Wed) at Notojima
clock time itinerary

7:00 Having breakfast
Move to Koda fishing port by bus

8:00 Leaving port by fish boat from Koda port to Bagaura
Dolphin watching and piscatorial experience (observing gill
net fishing, and you can draw a net if possible)

10:00 Trying to clean fish and cooking lunch (standard Japanese
home cooking)

11:30 Lunch time

12:30 Stroll from Bagaura to Enome (for about 2 hours); freetime,
taking pictures as each one likes that will be shown by each
other at the time of coffee break

15:00 Gathering at Katsuozaki, and coffee break
Show and tell about the each one's favorit picture that be
taken during this tour

16:00 Departure for Kanazawa

18:00 Arrival at Kanazawa Station
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